The relationship between membrane characteristics, functional reactivity of T-lymphocytes, and the progression rate of B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Study performed on 192 patients has demonstrated that the progression rate of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is associated with the existence of T-cell defect(s). A dynamic classification system based on evaluation of tumor mass growth rate, response to therapy, and myelopoietic failure (MF) has been devised for evaluation of progression rate of CLL. Besides four basic groups (Group 1: CLL without therapy; Group 2: CLL on therapy, without remission; Group 3: CLL on therapy, partial remission; Group 4: CLL on therapy, complete remission) patients were further classified into phase (type) A (stable, indolent CLL) or phase (type) B (active, progressive CLL). The major criteria for phase A were: total tumor mass (TTM) doubling time (DT) longer than 12 months, no MF, and/or good response to therapy. The major criteria for phase B were: TTM DT less than 12 months and/or accompanying MF and/or no response to therapy. The following major findings have been demonstrated: (1) altered quantitative relationship between active and nonactive parts of T-cell compartment (E/A ratio) in the progressive phase of CLL; (2) altered B/T gamma ratio in the progressive phase of CLL; (3) more than 50% increased percentage of T gamma cells in the stable phase of CLL; (4) very low stable and absent seeding efficiency of T-cells in the progressive phase of CLL; (5) altered (delayed) DNA synthesis pattern in the progressive phase of CLL; and (6) negative local xenogeneic graft versus host reaction in the progressive phase of CLL. Based on reported results, a hypothesis regarding the possible role of T-cells in the pathogenesis of CLL was suggested.